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                          Abstract 
 
A new HR system was introduced into a Dutch 

hospital. The system implied collaborative work among 
its users. The project planning seemed to be reasonably 
straightforward: the system’s introduction was intended 
to take place evolutionarily, including pilots in different 
departments and appropriate feedback. After some time, 
the system was successfully adopted by one group of 
users, but failed with another. We conceptualize the 
implementation process of groupware as a group 
learning to frame the adoption of the system, and analyze 
the qualitative data collected by means of discourse 
analyses carried out during the case study. We found that 
in the user-group with strong group learning, adoption of 
the system occurred effectively and on time. In another 
user-group with rather weak group learning, the use of 
the system was blocked after a short time. The results 
confirmed our assumption about the importance of group 
learning processes in the implementation of groupware. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Decades of research and practical experience with the 

introduction of IT in organizations has made it clear that 
IT implementation tends to be an evolutionary process. 
Usually, a new system is introduced, the organization 
gathers experience, and then the system is fine-tuned 
according to the needs arising, in one or more cycles [1, 
25, 28, 36]. In this paper, we propose examining 
groupware implementation in a Dutch hospital. 

Groupware technologies are known as a type of IT that 
helps groups work better through digital media [1, 18]. 
Nowadays, more and more IT features collaborative 
technologies as the employees have to communicate with 
each other using it. Internet and mobile technologies, 
intranet services, networks within companies – they all 
have certain collaborative or groupware aspects. In our 
view, any kind of IT is interesting from a collaborative 
perspective if there is an interaction among its users.  

We define groupware as any software program that 
facilitates and/or induces collaboration between end-
users. These can be either dedicated programs (usual 
“groupware”) or embedded fragments that are part of 
more general applications. 

The question therefore arises as to how group 
interactional processes are related to the implementation 
of groupware. Some researchers have begun to 
acknowledge that the group processes do support 
implementation of groupware. Particular interactional 
processes that influence IT adoption are emphasized in 
the literature [2]: reflective group processes [15, 33]; 
sharing understanding [23]; collaborative knowledge 
building [32]. 

We introduce a novel perspective, regarding an 
implementation process as group experiential learning [2, 
19]. This allows us to broaden our understanding of the 
behavioral mechanism of groupware implementation by a 
group of users.  

We view implementation as the adoption of the 
system during the transition period from the moment 
when a new system is technically installed to the 
‘moment’ when the groups use this system successfully. 
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Success of implementation is understood as stable use of 
the system by the targetted employees [3]. 

In this paper, we aim to explore differences in the 
adoption of a human management system between two 
groups of users that occurred in a hospital environment in 
the Netherlands. We start from the assumption that 
strong group learning supports groupware 
implementation, while weak group learning complicates 
implementation.  

To investigate the relevance of our assumption, we 
carried out a longitudinal case study in a hospital where a 
human resource information system had been newly 
introduced to the users. We analysed the group learning 
and success of implementation through discourse 
analysis. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: first, we 
present our theoretical framework, then we introduce the 
discourse analysis. After that, we discuss a case study 
using our theoretical framework and point out the 
weaknesses and the strengths of the implementation 
process. What could have been improved is summarized 
in a final concluding section.  

 

2.Group learning as a theoretical framework 
 

In a broad sense, learning is defined as changing 
behavior and knowledge [5, 6, 12, 16, 22, 24]. At the 
group level, learning – changing group behavior – occurs 
through actions carried out by the members of the group, 
by which they improve task performance [7, 30].  

When a new technology is introduced to a group of 
users, learning develops through specific interactional 
processes among group members, through which they 
share knowledge, express their attitudes towards the 
system, exchange experience in working with the system, 
collectively plan further implementation, etc. 

We define group learning as iterative changing of the 
group behavior that occurs through interactional 
processes in an evolutionary manner, balancing between 
exploration of new operations and exploitation of routine 
actions with the system. To provide insights into these 
processes, we build our understanding of group learning 
behaviors on the concept of experiential learning [19]. 
On the inter-personal level, its mechanism can be 
described as a cycle of five different learning activities: 
collective acting – collective reflecting – knowledge 
disseminating – sharing understanding – mutual 
adjustment (figure 1). These activities support obtaining 
new information on using the system, training skills, and 
exchanging experience among group members.  

A learning cycle begins with the collective 
experiences and actions when employees are given a 
certain task to perform. Action refers to the goal-directed 
behaviors relevant to achieving the desired changes in 
objectives and strategies [30].  

This stage turns to collective reflection – the extent to 
which members of the group reflect upon and 

communicate about the objectives and strategies (e.g. 
decision-making) and update them to the current 
circumstances. Reflection takes place through a variety 
of activities: discussions, collective debates, 
presentations that aim at knowledge externalization.  

Knowledge dissemination implies mutual informal 
acceptance and respect for diverse ideas and suggestions. 
It can appear in many forms, including presentations, 
lectures, oral explanations of ideas, or “codifying it in 
any intelligent knowledge system” [14]. Subsequently, 
the cycle turns to sharing understanding. This involves 
using insights to help people see their own situation 
better [17]. Internalization also takes on a great variety of 
forms: learning by doing, reading books, etc. It is 
oriented to those people who look for acquisition of 
knowledge.  

The last step in cooperative group learning is mutual 
adjustment. This supposes joint regulations, planning, 
arrangement, and decision-making. After planning is 
completed, its implemention starts, which provokes a 
new cycle beginning with collective action. A new 
learning cycle will be based on the previous group 
experience and knowledge. Planning can also take place 
during the action or while executing a task, when plans 
are developed and shaped by seeking feedback (group 
reflecting processes) that strengthens the importance of 
group reflexivity. 

Taking into account an abstract level of the five steps, 
we emphasize that it is a theoretical construct that is 

Group 
learning 

 

Collective 
acting 

Mutual 
adjustment

Sharing 
understanding

Knowledge 
disseminating

Collective 
reflecting

Figure 1: Group learning processes 
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helpful in our view to understand institutionalized use by 
groups of users [25]. 

 
2.1. Group support factors 

 
It is wise to determine what types of groups we are 

looking for. Group type varies across several dimensions, 
including cross-functional versus single-function, short-
term project groups versus long-term, manager-led versus 
self-autonomous, etc. We assume that the group learning 
model can be applied across different types of groups, 
independent of their composition, functionality, level of 
autonomy, etc. because the social mechanism of 
collaborative learning concerns people taking action in 
the presence of others in a group. 

For our research, what is important is not the system 
itself – whether it fits the well-accepted label of 
groupware or not – but the collaborative way people 
work with the system. Collaborative technologies require 
groups of employees (3 persons or more). We will label 
as a group any kind of collaborative unit which includes 
two or more employees engaged in a common task and 
performing that task through the system (or certain 
modules of the system).  

Three factors, in our view, support collaboration 
within a group and are essential for the adoption of a new 
technological system: interpersonal understanding, task 
design and psychological safety. 

Interpersonal understanding [6] means that colleagues 
working in the group understand each other's concerns, 
preferences, tendencies, and strengths. Similar variables 
can be found in the literature: personal relationships, 
awareness of team-mates' characteristics [5].  

Task design characterizes the tasks that are performed 
by the group and to a certain extent supposed to be 
supported by the system. Task significance is the shared 
belief about the importance and significant consequences 
either for the company or for its customers [4, 12].  

Psychological safety is understood as ‘shared belief 
about the consequences of interpersonal risk-taking’ [7]. 
This implies that the group will not embarrass, reject, or 
punish someone for speaking up. Research has shown 
that psychological safety was the most significant 
predictor of such activities as seeking feedback, 
experimenting, and discussing errors [7].  

 
3. Research site 

Our case study reports on the implementation of a 
personnel administration system – Beaufort – in one of 
the larger Dutch hospitals, called Medinet [29], which 

has 1070 beds and around 3700 employees. The project, 
involving acquisition of a new information system, 
development of the project plan, and realisation - started 
in June 1999 and was expected to be completed in 
December 2001.  

The project had two planned phases: introduction of 
the system to the central personnel-and-salary (PSA) 
department, and introduction of the system across the 
entire Medinet. From our theoretical perspective, these 
became two distinguishable sub-cases. The PSA 
department implemented Beaufort effectively, efficiently, 
and in accordance with the initial plan (sub-case 1). The 
introduction of the same system to the personnel 
specialists in other departments failed, which led to the 
blocking of the whole project in October-November 2001 
(sub-case 2).  

 
4. Technology introduced 

 
Introduction of Beaufort in Medinet aimed at: 
- increasing the efficiency of personnel administration by 
restructuring of the personnel administration in the 
hospital from highly centralised to a decentralised 
manner;  
- creating shared information files that could lead to 
using and exchanging personnel information among the 
managers; 
- achieving consistency in the personnel data across all 
IT in Medinet. 

 Beaufort is a module-based personnel and salary 
administration system. There are seven strictly structured 
modules, within which you can perform document 
administration: salary administration, sick leave 
administration, personnel management, formation and 
organisation, time registration, Office Link, and report 
generator. In addition, the system contains technical 
possibilities for improvisation in generating, composing, 
structuring, and storing the data. The same document can 
be made through different operations, using different 
screens and tools.  

 
5. Research method 

 
In order to investigate the implementation process of 

Beaufort, we carried out the longitudinal case study in 
Medinet. It lasted for 10 months. Such a prolonged 
period [9] allowed us to process a large variety of 
research methods: interviews, document analysis, 
observations in the field, participating in team-building 
activities, etc. We were involved in a gradual process of 
implementing the system – discussing its issues with the 
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steering group, and visiting and observing the targetted 
employees in their day-to-day work in a special medical 
environment. 

A lot of information about the on-going development 
of the project was obtained in informal daily 
conversations with the project team members. They kept 
us up-to-date on different details of the Beaufort 
implementation. It helped us to develop a common 
language, to comprehend the professional lexicon used in 
Medinet, and to understand the culture of the company 
and sub-cultures of different departments. We 
appreciated the trust of the respondents that was built up 
during that period.  

We studied documents such as the strategic plan, 
Beaufort project plan, the user manual, documents and 
protocols of the project steering group.  

A detailed data collection was conducted through 
semi-structured interviews. We conducted 34 interviews 
lasting from 45 minutes to 2 hours each. Most of the 
interviews were one-on-one, but three group interviews 
were also done because of the office environment. Some 
of the interviews required two meetings, as there was a 
need for additional clarification and information.  

 
5.1 Discourse analysis: introduction of the 
method 

 
To analyse the gathered data, we used discourse 

analysis. Discourse refers to practices of talking and 
writing [35] which bring objects into being through the 
production, dissemination, and consumption of texts [13]. 
Discourse analysis, therefore, studies “all forms of 
spoken interaction, and written texts of all kinds” [27, 
p.7].   

Discursive-based analysis is not new in the field of 
interpretive social studies [see 27, 31, 34]. However, 
until recently, much of this literature has tended to focus 
on the same institutional settings, discussing the basic 
theoretical antecedents, which are still acknowledged as 
somewhat less than clear [11]. Only during the last 
decade have management and organisational studies 
shown a keen interest in discourse, which has led to 
establishing a field of inquiry labelled “organisational 
discourse” [13, 26]. Discourse analysis is 
multidisciplinary in its origin – it is shaped by a variety 
of sociological, sociopsychological, anthropological, 
linguistic, philosophical, communications, and literature-
based approaches [8, 11, 27, 34, 37]. This 
multidisciplinary genesis provides different perspectives 
to what actually constitutes “discourse”.  

It starts from the fundamental assumptions that 
language is a medium oriented towards action and 
function, that people use language intentionally to 
construct accounts, or versions, of the social world [8]; 
and that one-to-one correspondence exists between a 
word (encoding of information) and its meaning 
(decoding of information) [37]. Therefore, the concept of 
variability is central to this approach because the words 
and their meaning will vary depending on their function.  

The texts used for analysis can be formal written 
records, such as news reports, company statements and 
reports, academic papers; transcripts of social 
interactions such as conversations, focus group 
discussions, and individual interviews; or involve media 
such as TV programmes, advertisements, magazines, and 
novels. Sample size is not usually a main issue in 
discourse analysis as the interest is in the variety of ways 
the language is used [27]. Large variations in linguistic 
patterning can emerge from a small number of people. So 
a larger sample size may just make the analytic task 
unmanageable rather than adding to the analytic 
outcomes.  

Four themes in discourse analysis can be distinguished 
as different research foci. First is the discourse itself, or 
texts in their own rights, without assumptions about 
something meant behind the text. Second is that language 
is used to construct the social world rather than being a 
transparent medium of it [27]. Third is the practical 
orientation of discourse - its occurrence in a particular 
interpretive context [10]. Fourth is the rhetoric used in 
the texts [27].  

There are different analytical approaches applied to 
above-mentioned themes. As Gill [10] has noted, “it is 
much easier to explicate the central tenets of discourse 
analysis that it is to explain how actually to go about 
analyzing discourse” (p. 143). In approaching it, one 
walks through a ‘recipe book’ of prescribed phases or 
attempts to follow an unstructured, seemingly mysterious 
path. The design of the approach, in our view, is 
dependent on the researcher's world view and the special 
goals of the projects, which vary from a fine-grained 
study of linguistic features [34] to the dominant themes 
in the respondents’ discourse. Either of these extremes 
demands that researchers make a shift from seeing 
discourse as reflecting social reality to the ways in which 
accounts are constructed and the functions they perform. 

A widely acknowledged disadvantage of discourse 
analysis is its extreme labour intensity and time 
consumption. Transcription of audiotapes alone is 
already a challenging task. Reading, coding, and 
analysing the transcripts require painstaking efforts, too. 
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In the next section, we describe the research approach 
conducted in our study, and the efforts put into it. 

 
5.2. Discourse analysis in this study 

 
The focus of our research was to obtain insights into 

the interpretive repertoires that employees of Medinet 
had regarding Beaufort adoption, as well as the extent to 
which these repertoires were used. By conducting 
interviews, we aimed both at encouraging the diversity of 
response and at obtaining consistency. We strove to 
stimulate variability by active intervention in the 
interview process and organising informal conversation 
exchange, by proposing confrontational statements [13], 
and by facilitating disagreements [8]. The emphasis 
during the interviews, therefore, was on the design of 
communication, where the interviewers were active 
participants rather than ‘speaking questionnaires’.  

The discourse analysis in this study is mainly based on 
the methodology proposed by Potter [27] and involves 
eight phases.   

First: research questions. We determined the 
categories for coding based on our research interest, the 
literature search, and document analysis from Medinet. 
Then we operationalized the constructs of group learning 
and stable use (table 1).  

 
Adoption of the system – collaborative learning processes,  
carried out by the group members, through which a group 

improves use of the system. 
DIMENSIONS  COMPONENTS 

1. Collective acting – 
task-related operations 
with the system 
undertaken by 
members of a group.  

 operating with basic 
modules in everyday tasks 
performance 
 searching for new 

techniques in the system  
2. Group reflecting – 
communicating upon 
extent to which the 
system supports 
performing tasks. 
 

 discussing difficulties in 
use of the system 
 comparing with another 

software experience  
 declaring individual 

problems in use of the system 
3. Knowledge 
disseminating – 
behaviors of the group 
members that aim at 
externalization of 
ideas about the system 
in order to improve its 
usage.  

 demonstration of operating 
with technological options 
 proposing new actions in 

order to improve on-going use 
 clarifying difficulties to 

the team members  

4. Sharing 
understanding – the 
level of common 
meaning of the system 
regarding the role of 
the system and its 
functionality. 

 clearness about the purpose 
of the system 
 users’ needs in the system 
 understanding of operating 

with the modules in the system  
 attitudes towards 

functionality of the system 
 attitudes towards future 

state of the system 
5. Mutual adjustment 
– activities that aim at 
collective agreements 
on on-going use of the 
system in the group. 

 arranging (further) learning 
activities to improve use of the 
system 
 developing regulations 
 evaluating intermediate 

results  
 

Stable use of groupware –  
task-consistent and skilful operation of the system. 

1. Ease-of-use – a 
shared belief that use 
of the system is 
effortless for the 
group.  

 speed of operating with 
different modules 
 no difficulty in operating 
 friendliness of the interface  

2. Task-system fit – a 
shared belief that 
using the system 
assists executing the 
group tasks (Lim and 
Benbasat, 2000). 

 importance of the system 
for the tasks 
 availability of the data for 

the members of the group 
 match of the system with 

the way of working in the group 

3. Efficacy beliefs – a 
shared perception that 
the group is capable of 
improving on-going 
use of the system 
without external help. 

 group ability to perform 
tasks using the system without great 
efforts 
 group ability to learn 

(more) about the system without 
external help 

Table 1. Operationalisation of the constructs 

Second: sample selection. The interviews were held 
with: the manager of the Concern Staff, the board 
member from the Department of Social Affairs, the 
manager of the PSA department, the project Beaufort 
manager, 3 members of the project Beaufort team, and 
Beaufort end-users (PSA department: 16 non-managerial 
employees, decentralised use: 4 HR local managers, 9 
HR managerial employees, and 6 personnel secretaries).  

Third: conducting interviews. We were actively 
involved in the conversation by asking provocative 
questions, confronting with opposite opinions, organising 
the dialogue. We interviewed 42 employees, which took 
us 48 hours. 

Fourth: transcription. There is a certain variety in 
transcribing discourse from work attesting to the phonetic 
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and intonational features. For our project, the lexicon 
used by employees was important – the texts and the 
contexts – in order to interpret the meaning of Beaufort 
adoption. The full transcription took 78 hours.  

Fifth: member check. We discussed transcripts of all 
interviews with the respondents. It ensured correct and 
precise expressions for the textual analysis. In fact, this 
stage resembled a second round of interviews, which 
lasted from 15 minutes to 40 minutes each, in total 11 
hours. 

Sixth: coding. The two researchers who wrote this 
paper read all transcripts separately. They highlighted 
and selected all accounts that said something about the 
constructs and placed them into the framework. The 
result of this activity was two sets of expressions 
constructing the interpretive accounts of end-users per 
dimension.  

Seventh: analysis. The researchers then gave labels to 
the expressions regarding group learning and stable use 
separately. They used the terms ‘positive’, ‘negative’, 
‘neutral’, ‘high’, ‘low’, and ‘moderate’, but they also 
were open to new terms for labelling the expressions. 
This created the possibility of more refined labels. All 
expressions that could not be labelled with one of the 
terms mentioned were labelled as ‘moderate’. Two 
examples: 

 
“How intensively do I work with Beaufort? Would be 

wiser to ask if I have something without Beaufort…” (P-
12; ColAct-1.1-A) 

 
“You can say whatever you want to the employees 

and promise them that Beaufort will improve their work. 
But first I want to get the answer to a simple question: 
who will be responsible for the mistakes made by local 
managers in Beaufort?…” (PSA-18, SharUnd-4.5-L) 

 
Eighth: debriefing. Both researchers discussed and 

confronted each other with their preliminary results of 
analysis. It helped increase the sensitivity to the content of 
the accounts and the way the language was used by the 
interviewers. As an outcome of this stage, we agreed on our 
estimates of the interpretive repertoires of the employees 
regarding adoption of Beaufort. 

 
6. Findings 

 
We acknowledge but also accept that the way a text or a 

discourse is analysed and the findings are presented is very 
subjective and may not be the only valid interpretation. Our 
analysis may be only one of a number of possibilities. 

Moreover, by focusing on one alternative, other 
explanations may even be missed or disregarded. 
Acknowledging that social scientific research is never 
value-free - whether advanced statistical procedures are 
applied or not - we believe that the data and findings are 
worth being taken into account because of several factors. 
First, our prolonged 10-month engagement in the research 
[Gardner]; second, labor intensity in interviewing, 
transcribing, and coding the accounts (more than 140 hours 
of work); third, feedback from all respondents on the 
transcripts (member check); fourth, peer debriefing – all 
contributed to the reliability of the study [20]. 

 

6.1. Sub-case 1: Beaufort and PSA 
 
The main tasks of the PSA employees are to process the 

correct salary for the hospital staff and prepare salary 
documents on time. This involves more than 100 tasks that 
have to be performed in a cyclic way every month. The 
tasks were related to sick leave administration, registration 
of working hours and different types of contracts, pension 
management, supervision of financial projects, etc.  

As a department, PSA members had a long experience of 
working together. Since 1999, they had been working as a 
team. All of them could execute all the tasks. However, 
usually they followed a scheduled plan where the tasks for 
a certain period were divided in such a way that everybody 
performed them in a cyclic manner. The level of individual 
responsibilities was very high: any mistakes could bring 
them into financial difficulty. They fed different salary-
related data into the system (insurance, sick leave days, 
expenses declarations, vacation days, transport, etc.). Then 
during a certain week every month, they processed these 
data. The PSA employees benefited from the reliable and 
responsible work done by their colleagues. 

The department consists of 18 employees: 70.6% 
female, 29.4% male; the average age is 33.4 years; the 
average period of employment in the department is 4.5 
years; the education of 70% of the employees is at post-
secondary school level. 

Introduction of Beaufort aimed at supporting the main 
tasks of the PSA employees, and therefore the centrality of 
the system was high. 

Introducing Beaufort did not demand changes in the 
content of job tasks. Due to the technical advantages of the 
system, many tasks were supposed to be performed faster 
and easier. Beaufort also offered automation of the tasks 
that were usually done manually (for example, historical 
reviews of different data). 

The group learning processes in the PSA department 
necessary to adopt Beaufort were characterised as 
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moderately high. We provide the description of these 
processes based on the textual analysis of the interview 
transcripts. 

PSA employees interacted with the system very actively 
in their day-to-day task performance. They were mainly 
busy with operating the basic modules of Beaufort: sick 
leave administration, time registration, salary mutations, 
and report generation. These activities became routine and 
were mostly based on replications of instructions in using 
the system. The majority of the employees worked with 
those modules for the whole working day. Searching for 
new techniques and possibilities in Beaufort was rather 
exceptional. Two PSA members were officially assigned to 
search for new procedures in the system that would lead to 
more efficient ways of processing and administrating the 
data. Others were involved in such creative use 
occasionally, upon special request.  

They used to reflect critically upon their experience with 
the system. Every morning they discussed different 
problems in use during special sessions. They had special 
notebooks in which they notified every nuance in Beaufort 
that had to be discussed. It led, for example, to the long 
chat about rules for sending the salary data away. In the 
beginning, the system used to make some inexplicable 
errors (mixing the numbers up, or miscalculating working 
hours). An employee who first discovered that immediately 
pointed out those errors. Everybody felt free to declare their 
individual difficulties and lack of skills in the use of some 
modules, especially “Informer”. 

New knowledge about system use within the PSA 
department was externalized mainly through the initiative 
of the employees themselves. ‘Advanced’ members, those 
who had high skills in software use, demonstrated the most 
difficult operations. One of them led two sessions on how 
to use the “Informer” module. She composed the content of 
those sessions herself based on her own experience. 
Another person developed special manuals for internal PSA 
use about tips in time registration. They felt themselves 
responsible for providing the whole department with new 
ideas. In the day-to-day practice, there was an informal rule 
of showing new possibilities (operations) in the system to 
the closest colleague. 

Within the PSA department, we observed ‘groupthink’ 
about Beaufort. All employees shared a similar opinion 
about the goal of the system: they viewed the purpose of 
the system differently from its real idea. Thus, they shared 
the opinion that Beaufort was introduced because the 
previous system was antiquated. Just a few employees saw 
that the goal of the system was connected with the 
restructuring of the HR information in the company. When 
recalling the historical events of introducing Beaufort, they 

did not originally see any need for the new system, and 
could not even formulate that point. They understood the 
services offered by Beaufort, but mentioned that it was a 
complicated technology that required a lot of effort to 
understand and get used to. Their attitudes towards the 
functionality of Beaufort were positive and rather critical. 
They realised the advantages of Beaufort in comparison 
with the old system. Even while working with Beaufort step 
by step, they became convinced of their need for it. They 
thought that the content functionality of Beaufort still had 
room for improvement: it was necessary to adapt it more to 
the hospital environment (making historical reviews, 
flexible notification of the working hours, administration of 
the fringe benefits, etc.). Technical characteristics were 
criticised less, except the lack of a program memory and 
the speed of the “Informer” module. Their attitudes towards 
the future use of the system were split. They were 
enthusiastic about continuing with Beaufort for themselves, 
within PSA. But all of them were very pessimistic 
concerning implementing the long-term goal of Beaufort – 
future use across the whole company. They found that idea 
absolutely non-realistic.  

Some employees always took part in the activities aimed 
at arranging agreements within the PSA department 
concerning Beaufort. When suggestions were made to 
organise instructions about use of the “Informer” module, 
the employees themselves arranged that. They had many 
suggestions on how the system could be improved, but 
those ideas were not always implemented because it took 
too much of their energy to put the ideas into practice. For 
example, there was a proposal from many users to have the 
missing codes of different departments in the module of 
time registration. But it remained only a proposal.  

In sum, collaborative learning processes within the PSA 
group members can be characterised as strong. Task-related 
operations with Beaufort, communicating about different 
aspects of it, activities oriented towards knowledge 
externalisation and achieving collective agreements were 
strong. Only the group understanding of the role and 
functionality of Beaufort was moderate. 

Based on the observations, interviews with the end-users 
and project team members, we may conclude that PSA 
members have adopted the newly introduced system with a 
high level of efficiency. All employees (100%) got used to 
Beaufort in accordance with the scheduled plan – within 
three months.  

The stable use of Beaufort among PSA specialists was 
high along all three dimensions. The employees shared 
perceptions about the evident ease-of-use of Beaufort, 
especially regarding its main modules. The interface was 
perceived as not very friendly, but at the same time it was 
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not difficult to operate. Task-system fit, or the usefulness of 
Beaufort, was estimated as high. The system played an 
important role in supporting the execution of tasks. In 
general, all tasks remained the same in comparison with the 
working situation with the previous system. But the 
efficiency of their performance became greater: less paper 
work, flexibility in assisting the clients, immediate 
availability of the necessary information. Efficacy beliefs 
were highly positive among the PSA workers. They were 
all enthusiastic concerning their capability to operate and 
learn about Beaufort further, without any external help. 

In summary, the stable use of Beaufort by the PSA 
employees can be characterised as high. After three 
months, all PSA members worked with the different 
modules of the system skillfully and enthusiastically, and 
the system met the requirements of their job tasks. 

 
6.2. Sub-case 2: Beaufort and local HR managers 

 
The main tasks of the local personnel managers were to 

advance HRM policy and personnel administration within 
their departments. Documenting of the working leave hours 
of the employees was a small part of all the managerial 
tasks within the departments.  

The local managers had never worked together as a 
group in order to perform HR administrative tasks, and they 
were never interdependent regarding those tasks.  

Our investigation involved only those HR managerial 
employees who participated in the pilot project of Beaufort 
implementation from 5 different departments. They 
included 19 end-users of the system: 20% male, 80% 
female; the average age was 36.2 years; the average period 
of employment in their departments was 8.5 years. 

The software experience was different among all local 
managers. On average, 16 (out of 19) employees were used 
to working with IT. In one of the departments, they even 
introduced a self-designed HR system some years ago. 
However, 3 HR managers in another department were not 
used to working with computers. 

The plan was to introduce two modules from Beaufort 
for decentralised use: time registration, sick leave 
administration. Also, the “Office Link” tool was installed. 
Introduction of the modules aimed at supporting two tasks 
of the HR managers: registration of the working hours and 
sick leave days for the employees. “Office Link” had to 
facilitate sending the multiple letters to the employees. 
These tasks were not the main ones for this group of users; 
therefore, the centrality of the system was not high. 

Introducing the new IT demanded complex changes in 
performing the usual tasks. First, the way of task 
performance had to be changed: instead of filling papers in 

and sending them to the PSA department, the local 
managers had to make inputs electronically and share the 
information with the PSA specialists and other HR 
managers. Second, the content of inputs had to be changed: 
the managers had to learn different legal aspects of the 
registration of working hours or sick leave administration. 
Third, the responsibility for those inputs had to be 
transferred from the PSA specialists to the managers. Any 
mistakes in inputs could lead to financial complications for 
the departments and for Medinet. Fourth, decentralised 
users had to build new collaboration via the system: with 
the PSA specialists and with HR managers from other 
departments. That collaboration implied a higher level of 
individual responsibilities related to the authorisation and 
security of the shared private information of the employees.  

The intensity of use of the sick leave administration 
module by the local managers was not high: the inputs were 
made on average 3-5 times a week. The intensity of use of 
the time registration module was moderate: once a day. 

The group learning processes among the local managers 
in order to adopt Beaufort were weak.  

The local managers were busy with the inputs on 
average 2-4 times a week, not more than 40-60 min a day. 
All inputs were similar, made in one of two modules. They 
did not search for new techniques in the system.  

The local managers hardly communicated or discussed 
use of Beaufort with the aim to understand it better. 
Occasionally, some of them called other people whom they 
already knew personally, to ask about its usage. But there 
were no attempts to broaden the contacts and talk with 
other users within this group. Rare conversations mostly 
aimed at finding out how to ‘copy’ some operations. 
Discussing errors took place only within one department. It 
was related to the situation when Beaufort used to mix the 
months in the outgoing documents, and the employees had 
to correct that manually for two months. But that 
experience was not discussed with all decentralised users. 
Some of them used to compare Beaufort with the previous 
software experience, but at a rather general level (like “it 
was better and easier”). Individual difficulties were also 
declared only in one department, and not across the whole 
decentralised group. Those individual difficulties were 
mainly related to the users' uncomfortable feelings 
regarding the system. 

Knowledge dissemination took place mostly between the 
PSA specialists and the local departments, and not across 
them. The local managers were waiting for external help 
from the PSA, but did not try to externalize knowledge 
themselves. There were no propositions made of how to use 
Beaufort in an improved, decentralised manner, only 
suggestions of NOT using it at all.  
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The local managers understood quite correctly the idea 
behind Beaufort. They noted that it was introduced in order 
to reorganize the process of registration of HRM. But they 
did not see any individual need in the new system: either 
they were satisfied with the current ICT, or it did not bring 
any benefits for them. They understood how to operate the 
modules but found them unreasonably complicated. They 
also shared opinions concerning some of the Beaufort 
characteristics. Thus, they found that the system was not 
protected from wrong inputs that could lead to crucial 
mistakes. They doubted whether the ICT system could 
replace their HR work. In general, they considered Beaufort 
as probably useful but were disappointed by the 
discrepancy with a lot of expectations about it. They were 
very pessimistic regarding the future use of Beaufort. Their 
main concern was about unexpected new tasks and 
increasing financial responsibilities for the outcomes in the 
system. 

Activities that aimed at getting collective agreements 
among decentralised users were quite intensive. They 
proposed improvements in the manual: they wanted it to be 
operationalised like “what…if”. Being disappointed with 
the Beaufort experience, they organized evaluation sessions 
themselves, without plans from the project team. In two 
departments, they took the initiative to write a letter of 
intent addressing the project team with all the difficulties 
and problems regarding the use of Beaufort. 

In summary, collaborative learning processes within a 
group of local managers were directed at blocking use of 
Beaufort. Task-related operations with Beaufort, 
communicating to improve its usage, externalization of 
ideas, the common meaning of the system, and mutual 
adjustment were at moderate or low levels. 

We may conclude that local HR managers have not 
adopted the newly introduced two modules of the system in 
accordance with the project plan. They struggled with the 
implementation process, described above, for 7 months, 
and finally decided to terminate it. All end-users (100%) 
shared the opinion that it was necessary to close the project 
until ‘better times’.  

We provide the data on the level of stable use of 
Beaufort by the local managers by the time after they had 
been using it for six months.  

The stable use of Beaufort among HR managers was 
mostly low. The majority of the users shared perceptions 
about the difficulties-of-use of Beaufort. The interface was 
perceived as not friendly, with many screens and lots of 
unnecessary icons. Task-system fit was estimated as low. 
The system did not facilitate the usual tasks, on the 
contrary, it brought the necessity to learn and perform new 
tasks which were not important for the end-users. Efficacy 

beliefs were moderate among the HR managers. They 
believed in the possibility to operate the system 
consistently IF the system would meet their requirements. 
But after six months of operating with two modules, they 
still felt uncomfortable with Beaufort and were afraid to 
make inputs without external help. 

In summary, the stable use of Beaufort by the local 
managers can be characterised as low. After six months, all 
of the decentralised users still did not work with two 
modules of the system skillfully, enthusiastically, and task-
consistently. 

 
7. Conclusions 
 
Introducing a similar type of IT in a Dutch hospital in 

two different settings has led to the opposite results: it was 
successful within PSA, sub-case 1, but failed in sub-case 2, 
decentralised use, after a few pilots. We have applied a 
group learning perspective on groupware implementation in 
this case, which is understood as interactional group 
processes aimed at improving the adoption of a newly 
introduced IT.  

This perspective provides us with interesting notions 
about the reason for the different outcomes between the 
two sub-cases. In sub-case 1, the group learning processes 
were relatively strong, especially group reflecting behavior 
and knowledge dissemination behavior, and were oriented 
towards adopting Beaufort. In the second sub-case, the 
group learning processes were weak, especially the level of 
group reflecting behavior, knowledge dissemination 
behavior, and activities for sharing understanding, and were 
oriented towards freezing the whole project. This difference 
provides grounds to conclude that groupware 
implementation in sub-case 2 could have benefitted if 
group learning processes had occurred. This raises the 
question about how this could have been achieved.  

At the level of a group itself, the collaboration-support 
factors should be taken into consideration. The PSA case 
involved only a few changes in tasks, while the level of task 
division and interdependence was high and established 
before the introduction of the system. In the decentralised 
case, tasks distributed over different departments were 
affected in a subtle and not quite anticipated way. The 
content (identity) of those tasks became rather new for the 
targetted employees, who called for a new level of 
responsibilities for their performance. Managing personnel 
data came to be quite a sensitive issue regarding privacy 
and the security of the information. In the PSA case, groups 
responsible for tasks affected by the new system had a 
group identity and experience in collaboration. In the 
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distributed case, the group members did not have any 
experience in collaboration. 

What should we advise, based upon our study, those 
responsible for groupware implementation in practice? We 
suppose that before implementing a groupware system, 
there is a need to create collaboration among its users. This 
doesn’t mean that groups of users must have all 
collaborative prerequisites in advance in order to adopt the 
system. We strongly believe that group processes do 
improve through the use of groupware. But at the same 
time, essential group characteristics must be established in 
advance. These include interdependence, individual 
accountability, and task division. Such prerequisites prepare 
the basis for group learning processes, through which the 
implementation of groupware, in our view, develops 
successfully.  
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